
Product Overview

Continuous cloud 
commitment 
management
Intelligent reserved instance and Savings 

Plans lifecycle automation

“Eco by Spot perfectly met our 

needs of freeing up our team 

to focus on our product while 

obtaining a significantly higher 
level of RI savings and making 

it easy to tweak over time.

— Jason Turim

VP of Engineering

Zero engineering effort

Get started by providing 

Read-Only Master Payer 

credentials. 

100% Increase in savings

Easily expand reserved compute 

coverage for increased average 

savings of over 100%.

 Why

Eco

DevOps and Finance Synergy

Free up DevOps and Finance  to 

focus on core activities, instead of 

RI planning and management.

Compatible 

services
Elastisearch FargateElastiCache CloudFrontRDS DynamoDbEC2 Redshift
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Leading companies trust Spot

What Eco can do for you

Eco analyzes
Analysis of all AWS usage and 

billing data by dimensions such as 

region, instance family, lifespan and 

scale, alongside years of detailed 

marketplace and industry data, 

results in an aggregated and holistic 

view of on-demand use across all 

linked accounts.

Eco acts
With a complete view of  cloud 

usage, Eco builds your  RI Portfolio. 

Constantly tweaking strategies based 

on market availability and new data, 

Eco continuously buys, sells and 

manages your RIs and Savings Plans 

to maximize ROI and ensure a well-

balanced mix of reserved capacity.
Eco plans
Building on the analytics, customized strategies combine any number 

of RI and Savings Plans purchase options to keep commitment terms 

low and utilization high, for maximum savings and flexibility. 
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Reduce time and effort needed for 
reserved capacity planning
With full visibility into EC2 consumption and AI-

driven capacity planning, Finance and DevOps 

teams can easily collaborate on planning and 

managing cloud cost, eliminating most of the time 

and effort spent to achieve optimal purchasing of 
reserved instances and savings plans.

Leverage the best reserved instance deals in 
AWS Marketplace
Fully automated reserved instance buying and 

selling in the AWS Marketplace ensures  your 

workloads are running at optimal pricing with 

minimum lock-in.

Optimize ongoing utilization of 
reserved instance and Savings Plans
Real-time monitoring and tuning of your 

reserved portfolio’s utilization ensures 

maximum ROI with optimal bundling of 

commitment types and lengths. 
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